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openSUSE News: New 4.0.2 Version of Uyuni is Released [2]

Contributors of Uyuni Project have released a new version of Uyuni 4.0.2, which is an opensource infrastructure management solution tailored for software-defined infrastructure.
Uyuni, a fork of the Spacewalk project, modernizing Spacewalk with SaltStack, provides more
operating systems support and better scalability capabilities. Uyuni is now the upstream for
SUSE Manager.
With this release, Uyuni provides powerful new features such as monitoring, content lifecycle
management and virtual machine management.

openSUSE Tumbleweed ? Review of the weeks 2019/31 & 32 [3]

As you certainly know, there are more snapshots tested than we release in the end. In the last
two weeks, for example, we tested 9 snapshots. Of those, only 4 made it to the mirrors and to
you ? the users. During the last two weeks, these were snapshots 0726, 0730, 0805 and 0806.

Communities in the distrowatch.org top 20 [4]

Only well-funded corporate sponsored Linux distributions (Fedora, Ubuntu, OpenSUSE) have
all categories checked. That doesn?t mean that anyone is getting paid. I believe this means that
employees are probably the chief contributors and that means there are more people putting in
resources to help.
Some distributions are ?Pat?s distribution?. Pat?s group owns it and Pat doesn?t want a

steering committee or any other say in how the distro works. Though contributions by means
of bug reports may be accepted.
A few distributions ?outsource? resources to other distributions. Elementary allows Stack
Exchange to provide their forum. Parrot Linux refers users to the Debian wiki. Mint suggests
that you put in bug reports with the upstream provider unless it is a specific Mint create
application.
There are a few Linux distributions that leave me scratching my head. How is this in the top
20 distros on distrowatch? There?s nothing here and the forum, if there is one, is nearly empty.
Who uses this?

Vagrant Boxes with openSUSE Tumbleweed ? Check it Out! [5]

As part of the SUSE Developer Engagement, we recently kicked off the activity to
automatically produce and validate Vagrant boxes for the openSUSE Tumbleweed
distribution. The creation of Vagrant boxes for SUSE Linux Enterprise Server is currently
work in progress. We will update you as soon as they are available for consumption.
But for now, we are happy to announce that the infrastructure to automatically build, version
and validate Vagrant box images is ready to use ? and we are already producing Vagrant boxes
for libvirt and Virtualbox ? for openSUSE Tumbleweed.
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